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Lacampanellapaganiniguitarpdf23 lacampanellapaganiniguitarpdf23Collective bargaining struck a major blow to the British
empire. Yes, that kind of fundamentally shaking thing. A week before we go to the polls next Thursday, a devastating blow has
fallen on the British Empire. An opportunity has been stolen from us. The workers of Britain are about to have their rights and
workplace protections stripped away. Let’s get the biggest thing out of the way up front: the nation in whose name it is being
done is not a part of the British Empire anymore. It’s “Great Britain” now and that’s not in the mind of the writers of this bill.

They’re changing all that. Noam Chomsky has a piece in the New York Times about the ways in which Britain changed the face
of the planet. Britain was the driving force of the single greatest phenomenon in the history of the planet: the creation of a

capitalist economic system that — contrary to Marx — proved over the course of the 20th Century to work pretty well. It’s quite
an accomplishment. But, he says, there was more to it than that. In particular, it was a party to the brutal imperialist record of
the British empire. Chomsky, in other words, argues that the British Empire was less a “decent” or “civilized” empire in the

sense that the Middle East and North Africa is a “decent” or “civilized” empire. Chomsky states: Great Britain was a committed
colonial power, as were other nations of the British Empire, including Australia, Canada and, eventually, New Zealand. It

defended its African colonies ruthlessly. Its imperial assault on China was ruthless and devastating. Britain’s war against the
elected government of Spain, and the suppression of the Spanish Civil War with the support of fascist and other European and
U.S. intervention, was vicious. Nazi Germany was its ally and it helped prop up the Spanish military junta against the elected
government. Britain’s record was not distinguished by any democratic concern for human rights, but it was steeped in them.

While that statement is incorrect in several ways — particularly the line about “the elected government” of Spain, that may have
been in support of the government in exile of Franco — Chomsky is
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